An essential problem in domain adaptation is to understand and make use of distribution changes across domains. For this purpose, we first propose a flexible Generative Domain Adaptation Network (G-DAN) with specific latent variables to capture changes in the generating process of features across domains. By explicitly modeling the changes, one can even generate data in new domains using the generating process with new values for the latent variables in G-DAN. In practice, the process to generate all features together may involve high-dimensional latent variables, requiring dealing with distributions in high dimensions and making it difficult to learn domain changes from few source domains. Interestingly, by further making use of the causal representation of joint distributions, we then decompose the joint distribution into separate modules, each of which involves different low-dimensional latent variables and can be learned separately, leading to a Causal G-DAN (CG-DAN). This improves both statistical and computational efficiency of the learning procedure. Finally, by matching the feature distribution in the target domain, we can recover the target-domain joint distribution and derive the learning machine for the target domain. We demonstrate the efficacy of both G-DAN and CG-DAN in domain generation and cross-domain prediction on both synthetic and real data experiments.
Introduction
In recent years supervised learning has achieved great success in various realworld problems, such as visual recognition, speech recognition, and natural language processing. However, the predictive model learned on training data may not generalize well when the distribution of test data is different. For example, a predictive model trained with data from one hospital may fail to produce reliable prediction in a different hospital due to distribution change. Domain adaption (DA) aims at learning models that can predict well in test (or target) domains by transferring proper information from source to target domains [1, 2] . In this paper, we are concerned with a difficult scenario called unsupervised domain adaptation, where no labeled data are provided in the target domain.
Let X denote features and Y the class label. If the joint distribution P XY changes arbitrarily, apparently the source domain may not contain useful knowledge to help prediction in the target domain. Thus, various constraints on how distribution changes have been assumed for successful transfer. For instance, a large body of previous methods assume that the marginal distribution P X changes but P Y |X stays the same, i.e., the covariate shift situation [3, 4, 5, 6] . In this situation, correcting the shift in P X can be achieved by reweighting source domain instances [4, 5] or learning a domain-invariant representation [7, 8, 9] . This paper is concerned with a more difficult situation, namely conditional shift [10] , where P X|Y changes, leading to simultaneous changes in P X and P Y |X . In this case, P XY in the target domain is generally not recoverable because there is no label information in the target domain. Fortunately, with appropriate constraints on how P X|Y changes, we may recover P XY in the target domain by matching only P X in the target domain. For example, location-scale transforms in P X|Y have been assumed and the corresponding identifiability conditions have been established [10, 11] . Despite its success in certain applications, the location-scale transform assumption may be too restrictive in many practical situations, calling for more general treatment of distribution changes.
How can we model and estimate the changes in P X|Y without assuming strong parametric constraints? To this end, we first propose a Generative Domain Adaptation Network (G-DAN) with specific latent variables θ to capture changes in P X|Y . Specifically, the proposed network implicitly represents P X|Y by a functional model X = g(Y, E, θ), where the latent variables θ may take different values across domains, and the independent noise E and the function g are shared by all domains. This provides a compact and nonparametric representation of changes in P X|Y , making it easy to capture changes and find new sensible values of θ to generate new domain data. Assuming θ is low-dimensional, we provide the necessary conditions to recover θ up to some transformations from the source domains. In particular, if the changes can be captured by a single latent variable, we show that under mild conditions the changes can be recovered from a single source domain and an unlabeled target domain. We can then estimate the joint distribution in the target domain by matching only the feature distribution, which enables target-domain-specific prediction. Furthermore, by interpolation in the θ space and realization of the noise term E, one can straightforwardly generate sensible data in new domains.
However, as the number of features increases, modeling P X|Y for all features X jointly becomes much more difficult . To circumvent this issue, we propose to factorize joint distributions of features and the label, according to the causal structure underlying them. Each term in the factorization aims at modeling the conditional distribution of one or more variables given their direct causes, and accordingly, the latent variables θ are decomposed into disjoint, unrelated subsets [12] . Thanks to the modularity of causal systems, the latent variables for those terms can be estimated separately, enjoying a "divide-and-conquer" advantage. With the resulting Causal G-DAN (CG-DAN), it is then easier to interpret and estimate the latent variables and find their valid regions to generate new, sensible data. Our contribution is mainly two fold:
• Explicitly capturing invariance and changes across domains by exploiting latent variable θ in a meaningful way.
• Further facilitating the learning of θ and the generating process in light of causal representations.
Related Work
Due to the distribution shift phenomenon, DA has attracted a lot of attention in the past decade, and here we focus on related unsupervised DA methods.
In the covariate shift scenario, where P X changes but P Y |X stays the same, to correct the shift in P X , traditional approaches reweight the source domain data by density ratios of the features [3, 5, 4, 13, 14] . However, such methods require the target domain to be contained in the support of the source domain, which may be restrictive in many applications. Another collection of methods searches for a domain-invariant representation that has invariant distributions in both domains. These methods rely on various distance discrepancy measures as objective functions to match representation distributions; typical ones include maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [7, 8] , separability measured by classifiers [9] , and optimal transport [15] . Moreover, the representation learning architecture has developed from shallow architectures such as linear projections [8] to deep neural networks [16, 9] . Recently, another line of researches has attempted to address a more challenging situation where P X and P Y |X both change across domains. A class of methods to deal with this situation assumes a (causal) generative model Y → X, factorizes the joint distribution following the causal direction as P XY = P Y P X|Y , and considers the changes in P Y and P X|Y separately. Assuming that only P Y changes, one can estimate P Y in the target domain by matching the feature distribution [17, 10, 18] . Further works also consider changes in P X|Y , known as generalized target shift, and proposed representation learning methods with identifiability justifications, i.e., the learned representation τ (X) has invariant P τ (X)|Y across domains if P τ (X) is invariant after correction for P Y [10, 11] . This also partially explains why previous representation learning methods for correcting covariate shift work well in the conditional shift situation where only P X|Y changes but P Y remains the same. To better match joint distributions across domains, recent methods focus on exploring more powerful distribution discrepancy measures and more expressive representation learning architectures [15, 19] .
In the causal discovery (i.e., estimating the underlying causal structure from observational data) field [20, 12] , some recent methods tried to learn causal graphs by representing functional causal models using neural networks [21] . Such methods leveraged conditional independences and different complexities of the distribution factorizations in the data from a fixed distribution to learn causal structures. In contrast, the purpose of our work is not causal discovery, but to make use of generative models for capturing domain-invariant and changing information and benefit from the modularity property of causal models [12] to understand and deal with changes in distributions.
3 Generative Domain Adaptation Network (G-DAN)
In unsupervised DA, we are given m source domains
of n t unlabeled examples sampled from P t X . The goal is to derive a learning machine to predict targetdomain labels by making use of information from all domains. To achieve this goal, understanding how the generating process of all features X given labels Y changes across domains is essential. Here we have assumed that Y is a cause of X, as is the case in many classification problems [10] .
In this section, we propose a Generative Domain Adaptation Network (G-DAN), as shown in Fig. 1 , to model both invariant and changing parts in P X|Y across domain for the purpose of DA. G-DAN uses specific latent variables θ ∈ R d to capture the variability in P X|Y . In the s-th domain, θ takes value θ (s) and thus encodes domain-specific information. In Fig. 1 , the network specifies a distribution Q X|Y ;θ by the following functional model:
which transforms random noise E ∼ Q E to X ∈ R D ∼ Q X|Y ;θ , conditioning on Y and θ. Q X|Y ;θ=θ (s) is trained to approximate the conditional distribution in the s-th domain P X|Y,S=s , where S is the domain index. E is independent of Y and has a fixed distribution across domains. g is a function represented by a neural network (NN) and shared by all domains. Note that the functional model can be seen as a way to specify the conditional distribution of X given Y . For instance, consider the particular case where X and E have the same dimension and the E can be recovered from X and Y . Then by the formula for change of variables, we have
G-DAN provides a compact way to model the distribution changes across domains. For example, in the generating process of images, illumination θ may change across different domains, but the mechanism g that maps the class labels Y , illumination θ (as well as other quantities that change across domains), and other factors E into the images X is invariant. This may resemble how humans understand different but related things. We can capture the invariance part, understand the difference part, and even generate new virtual domains according to the perceived process.
Identifiability
Suppose the true distributions P X|Y ;η across domains were generated by some function with changing (effective) parameters η-the function is fixed and η changes across domains. It is essential to see whether η is identifiable given enough source domains. Here identifiability is about whether the estimatedθ can capture all distribution changes, as implied by the following proposition.
, the estimatedθ captures the variability in η in the sense that
A complete proof of Proposition 1 can be found in Section S1 of Supplementary Material. The above results says that different values of η correspond to different values ofθ once Q X|Y ;θ perfectly fits the true distribution. It should be noted that if one further enforces that different θ correspond to different Q X|Y ;θ in (1), then we haveθ 1 =θ 2 ⇔ η 1 = η 2 . That is, the true η can be estimated up to a one-to-one mapping.
If θ is high-dimensional, intuitively, it means that the changes in conditional distributions are complex; in the extreme case, it could change arbitrarily across domains. To demonstrate that the number of required domains increases with the dimensionality of θ, for illustrative purposes, we consider a restrictive, parametric case where the expectation of P X|Y ;θ depends linearly on θ.
D×d . Suppose the source domain data were generated from Q X|Y ;θ * ,g * implied by model (1) with true θ * and g * . The corresponding expectation is
, the estimatedθ is a one-to-one mapping of θ * .
A proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Section S2 of Supplementary Material. If the number of domains m is smaller than the dimension of θ, the matrix Θ * and the estimatedÂ will be rank deficient. Therefore, only part of changes in θ can be recovered.
In practice, we often encounter a very challenging situation when there is only one source domain. In this case, we must incorporate the target domain to learn the distribution changes. However, due to the absence of labels in the target domain, the identifiability of θ and the recovery of the target domain joint distribution needs more assumptions. One possibility is to use linear independence constraints on the modeled conditional distributions, as stated below.
Proposition 3. Assume Y ∈ {1, · · · , C}. Denote by Q X|Y ;θ the conditional distribution of X specified by X = g(Y, E; θ). Suppose for any θ and θ , the elements in the set λQ X|Y =c;θ +λ Q X|Y =c;θ ; c = 1, ..., C are linearly independent for all λ and λ such that λ 2 + λ 2 = 0. If the marginal distributions of the generated X satisfy Q X|θ = Q X|θ , then Q X|Y ;θ = Q X|Y ;θ and the corresponding marginal distributions of Y also satisfies
A proof is given in Section S3 of Supplementary Material. The above conditions enable us to identify θ as well as recover the joint distribution in the target domain in the single-source DA problem.
Model Learning
To estimate g and θ from empirical data, we adopt the adversarial training strategy [23, 24] , which minimizes the distance between the empirical distributions in all domains and the empirical distribution of the data sampled from model (1). Because our model involves an unknown θ whose distribution is unknown, we cannot directly sample data from the model. To enable adversarial training, we reparameterize θ by a linear transformation of the one-hot representation 1 s of domain index s, i.e., θ = Θ1 s , where Θ can be learned by adversarial training.
We aim to match distributions in all source domains and the target domain. In particular, in the s-th source domain, we estimate the model by matching the joint distributions P [4, 25, 24] to measure the distance between the true and model distributions: sampled from the generator, we need to estimate the empirical MMD for gradient evaluation and optimization:
In the target domain, since no label is present, we propose to match the marginal distributions P t X and Q t X , where Q t X is the marginal distribution of the generated features X = g(Y, E, θ t ), where θ t is the θ value in the target domain. The loss function is
Hx , and its empirical version M k is similar toĴ s kl except that the terms involving the kernel function l are absent. Finally, the function g and the changing parameters (latent variables) Θ can be estimated by min g,Θ J s kl + αM k , where α is a hyperparameter that balances the losses on source and target domains. In the experiments, we set α to 1.
Causal Generative Domain Adaptation Networks (CG-DAN)
The proposed G-DAN models the class-conditional distribution, P s X|Y , for all features X jointly. As the dimensionality of X increases, the estimation of joint distributions requires more data in each domain to achieve a certain accuracy. In addition, more domains are needed to learn the distribution changes.
To circumvent this issue, we propose to factorize joint distributions of features and the label according to the causal structure. Each term in the factorization aims at modeling the conditional distribution of one variable (or a variable group) given the direct causes, which involves a smaller number of variables [12] . Accordingly, the latent variables θ can be decomposed into disjoint, unrelated subsets, each of which has a lower dimensionality.
Causal Factorization
We model the distribution of Y and relevant features following a causal graphical representation. We assume that the causal structure is fixed, but the generating process, in particular, the function or parameters, can change across domains. According to the modularity properties of a causal system, the changes in the factors of the factorization of the joint distribution are independent of each other [ 20, 12] . We can then enjoy the "divide-and-conquer" strategy to deal with those factors separately. Fig. 2 shows a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) over Y and features X i . According to the Markov factorization [12] , the distribution over Y and the variables in its Markov Blanket (nodes in gray) can be factorized according to the DAG as P XY = P Y P X1|Y,X3 P X2|X1,Y P X3 P X4|Y . For the purpose of DA, it suffices to consider only the Markov blanket M B(Y ) of Y , since Y is independent of remaining variables given its Markov blanket. By considering only the Markov blanket, we can reduce the complexity of the model distribution without hurting the prediction performance.
We further adopt functional causal model (FCM) [12] to specify such conditional distributions. The FCM (a tuple F, P ) consists of a set of equations F = (F 1 , . . . , F D ):
and a probability distribution P over E = (E 1 , . . . , E D ). PA i denotes the direct causes of X i , and E i represents noises due to unobserved factors. Modularity implies that parameters in different FCMs are unrelated, so the latent variable θ can be decomposed into disjoint subsets θ i , each of which only captures the changes in the corresponding conditional distribution P Xi|PAi . g i encodes the invariance part in P Xi|PAi and is shared by all domains. E i are required to be jointly independent. Without loss of generality, we assume that all the noises
follow Gaussian distributions. (A nonlinear function of E i , as part of g i , will change the distribution of the noise.)
Learning Given the Network Structure
Based on (3), we employ a neural network to model each g i separately, and construct a constrained generative model according to the causal DAG, which we call a Causal Generative Domain Adaptation Network (CG-DAN). Fig. 3 gives an example network constructed on Y , X 1 , and X 2 in Fig 2. (For simplicity we have ignored X 3 .)
Because of the causal factorization, we can learn each conditional distribution Q Xi|PAi,θi separately by the adversarial learning procedure described in section 3.2. To this end, let us start by using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to measure the distribution distance, and the function to be minimized can be written as
where each term corresponds to a conditional distribution of relevant variables given all its parents. It can be seen that the objective function is the sum of the modeling quality of each module. For computational convenience, we can use MMD (2) to replace the KL divergence.
Remark It is worthwhile to emphasize the advantages of using causal representation. On one hand, by decomposing the latent variables into unrelated, separate sets θ i , each of which corresponds to a causal module [12] , it is easier to interpret the parameters and find their valid regions corresponding to reasonable data. On the other hand, even if we just use the parameter values learned from observed data, we can easily come up with new data by making use of their combinations. For instance, suppose we have (θ 1 , θ 2 ) and (θ 1 , θ 2 ) learned from two domains. Then (θ 1 , θ 2 ) and (θ 1 , θ 2 ) also correspond to valid causal processes because of the modularity property of causal process.
Causal Discovery to Determine the CG-DAN Structure
With a single source domain, we adopted a widely-used causal discovery algorithm, PC [20] , to learn the causal graph up to the Markov equivalence class. (Note that the target domain does not have Y values, but we aim to find causal structure involving Y , so in the causal discovery step we do not use the target domain.) We add the constraint that Y is a root cause for X i to identify the causal structure on a single source domain.
If there are multiple source domains, we modify the CD-NOD method [26] , which extends the original PC to the case with distribution shifts. Particularly, the domain index S is added as an additional variable into the causal system to capture the heterogeneity of the underlying causal model. CD-NOD allows us to recover the underlying causal graph robustly and detect changing causal modules. By doing so, we only need to learn θ i for the changing modules.
Since the causal discovery methods are not guaranteed to find all edge directions, we propose a simple solution to build a network on top of the produced Partially Directed Acyclic Graph (PDAG), so that we can construct the network structure for CG-DAN. We detect indirectly connected variable groups each of which contains a group of nodes connected by undirected edges, and then form a "DAG", with nodes representing individual variables or variables groups. We can apply the network construction procedure described in Sec. 4.2 to this "DAG".
Experiments
We evaluate the proposed G-DAN and CG-DAN on both synthetic and real datasets. We test our methods on the rotated MNIST [27] dataset, the MNIST USPS [28] dataset, and the WiFi localization dataset [29] . The first two image datasets are used to illustrate the ability of G-DAN to generate new sensible domains and perform prediction in the target domain. The WiFi dataset is used to evaluate CG-DAN, demonstrating the advantage of incorporating causal structures in generative modeling. CG-DAN is not applied on image data because images are generated hierarchically from high-level concepts and it is thus not sensible to model the causal relations between pixels.
Implementation Details We implement all the models using PyTorch and train the models with the RMSProp optimizer [30] . On the two image datasets, we adopt the DCGAN network architecture [31] , which is a widely-used convolutional structure to generate images. We use the DCGAN generator for the g function in our G-DAN model. As done in [32] , we add a discriminator network f to transform the images into high-level features and compare the distributions of the learned features using MMD. We use a mixture of RBF kernels k(x, x ) = K q=1 k σq (x, x ) in MMD. On the image datasets, we fix K = 5 and σ q to be {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}. On the WiFi dataset, we fix K = 5 and σ q to be {0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4} times the median of the pairwise distances between all source examples.
Simulations: Rotated MNIST
We first conduct simulation studies on the MNIST dataset to demonstrate how distribution changes can be identified from multiple source domains. MNIST is a handwritten digit dataset including ten classes 0 − 9 with 60, 000 training images and 10, 000 test images. We rotate the images by different angles and construct corresponding domains. We denote a domain with images rotated by angle γ as D γ . The dimensionality of θ in G-DAN is set to 1.
Since g is generally nonlinear w.r.t. θ, one cannot expect full identification of θ from only two domains. However, we might be able to identify θ from two nearby domains, if g is approximately linear w.r.t. θ between these two domains. To verify this, we conduct experiments on two synthetic datasets. One dataset contains two source domains D 0 • and D 45 • and the other has two source domains D 0 • and D 90 • . We train G-DAN to obtainĝ andθ in each domain.
To investigate whether the model is able to learn meaningful rotational changes, we sample θ values uniformly from [θ s ,θ t ] to generate new domains. θ s andθ t are the learned domain-specific parameters in the source and target domains, respectively. As shown in Figure 6 , on the dataset with source domains D 0 • and D 45 • , our model successfully generates a new domain in between. However, on the dataset with source domains D 0 • and D 90 • , although our model well fits the two source domains, the generated new domain does not correspond to the domain with rotated images, indicating that the two domains are too different for G-DAN to identify meaningful distribution changes. 
MNIST-USPS
Here we use MNIST-USPS dataset to demonstrate whether G-DAN can successfully learn distribution changes and generate new domains. We also test the classification accuracy in the target domain. USPS is another handwritten digit dataset including ten classes 0 − 9 with 7, 291 training images and 2, 007 test images. There exists a slight scale change between the two domains. Following CoGAN [33, 34] , we use the standard training-test splits for both MNIST and USPS. We compare our method with CORAL [35] , DAN [16] , DANN [9] , DSN [34] , and CoGAN [33] . We adopt the discriminator in CoGAN for classification by training on the generated labeled images from our G-DAN model. The quantitative results are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that our method achieves slightly better performance than CoGAN and outperforms the other methods.
In addition, we provide qualitative results to demonstrate our model's ability to generate new domains. As shown in Figure 5 , we generate a new domain in the middle of MNIST and USPS. The images on the new domain have slightly larger scale than those on MNIST and slightly smaller scale than those on USPS, indicating that our model understands how the distribution changes. Although the slight scale change is not easily distinguishable by human eyes, it causes a performance degradation in terms of classification accuracy. The proposed G-DAN successfully recovers the joint distribution in the target domain and enables accurate prediction in the target domain.
Source (MNIST)
New Target (USPS) Figure 5 : Generated images on the source, new, and target domain. An animated illustration is provided in Supplementary Material. For both tasks, we implement our G-DAN by using a MLP with one hidden layer (128 nodes) for the generator g and set the dimension of input noise E and θ to 20 and 1, respectively. In the time transfer task, because the causal structure is stable across domains, we also apply the proposed CG-DAN constructed according to the learned causal structure from the source domains. Sec. 4 in Supplementary Material shows a causal graph and the detected changing modules obtained by the CD-NOD method on t1 and t2 datasets. We use a MLP with one hidden layer (64 nodes) to model each g i . The dimensions of E and θ i are set to 1 for all the modules.
Cross-Domain Indoor WiFi Localization
We also compare with KMM, surrogate kernels (SuK) [29] , TCA [7] , DIP [8] , and CTC [11] . We follow the evaluation procedures in [29] . The performances of different methods are shown in Table 2 . The reported accuracy is the percentage of examples on which the predicted location is within 3 or 6 meters from the true location for time transfer and device transfer tasks, respectively. It can be seen that CG-DAN outperforms G-DAN and previous methods in the time transfer task, demonstrating the benefits of incorporating causal structures in generative modeling for domain transfer.
Conclusion
We have shown how generative models formulated in particular ways and the causal graph underlying the class label Y and relevant features X can improve domain adaptation in a flexible, nonparametric way. This illustrates some potential advantages of leveraging both data-generating processes and flexible representations such as neural networks. To this end, we first proposed a generative domain adaptation network which is able to understand distribution changes and generate new domains. The proposed generative model also demonstrates promising performance in single-source domain adaptation. We then showed that by incorporating reasonable causal structure into the model and making use of modularity, one can benefit from a reduction of model complexity and accordingly improve the transfer efficiency. In future work we will study the effect of changing class priors across domains and how to quantify the level of "transferability" with the proposed methods.
Since P X|θ = P X|θ , then
Also, because A5 holds true, we have P X|Y =c,θ P Y =c − P X|Y =c,θ P Y =c = 0.
Taking the integral of (7) leads to P Y = P Y , which further implies that P X|Y,θ = P X|Y,θ .
S4. Causal Structure on WiFi Data
Figure 6: The causal structure learned by CD-NOD on the WiFi t1 and t2 datasets.
Pink nodes denote the changing modules and green ones denote the constant modules whose conditional distribution does not change across domains.
